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Environment

The air, water, and land in or on which people, animals, and plants live.



A legal and regulatory
framework of environment may be
viewed as a set of constitutional,
legislative, jurisprudential, rules
and regulations that together
protect the land, air and water.



Framework of Environmental Regulations



❖ the fundamental and paramount law of the nation
❖ supreme, imperious, absolute and unalterable except by the

authority from which it emanates
❖prescribes the permanent framework of a system of

government, assigns to the different departments their
respective powers and

❖ it is a supreme law to which all other laws must conform,
under the doctrine of constitutional supremacy, if a law
violates any norm of the constitution that law whether
promulgated by the legislative or by the executive branch is
null and void and without any force and effect.

❖ it is deemed written in every statute and contract.

MANILA PRINCE HOTEL vs. GOVERNMENT SERVICE INSURANCE SYSTEM, G.R. No. 122156. February 3, 1997

THE CONSTITUTION



ARTICLE II
DECLARATION OF PRINCIPLES AND STATE POLICIES 

PRINCIPLES

xxxxx
Section 16. The State shall protect and advance the right of
the people to a balanced and healthful ecology in accord with
the rhythm and harmony of nature.
xxxx



What is exactly meant by “balanced ecology”?

Ecology is the branch of biology dealing with the
relations and interactions between and among living
organisms (including man) and their environment.

Operational meaning of right to a healthful ecology:

Healthful ecology as a concept is likewise all-
encompassing and covers basic human needs like clean
air to breath, clean water to drink and surroundings free
of hazardous and infectious solid wastes.



LEGAL 
FRAMEWORK 
TO PROTECT 

THE 
ENVIRONMENT



xxxxx constitution is merely a declaration of policies and
principles. Their provisions command the legislature to enact
laws and carry out the purposes of the framers who merely
establish an outline of government providing for the different
departments of the governmental machinery and securing
certain fundamental and inalienable rights of citizens. A
provision which lays down a general principle, such as those
found in Article II of the 1987 Constitution, is usually not self-
executing.

MANILA PRINCE HOTEL vs. GOVERNMENT SERVICE INSURANCE SYSTEM, G.R. No. 122156. February 3, 1997

NATIONAL LAWS



Legislative acts and executive issuances which
implement Section 16 of Article II.

• Philippine Environmental Policy (PD No. 1151)
• Philippine Environmental Code (PD No. 1152)
• Revised Forestry Code (PD No. 705)
• Water Code (PD No. 1067)
• Establishing EIS System… (PD No. 1586)
• LLDA Act (RA No. 4850)
• Toxic Substances and Hazardous Waste Act (RA No. 6969)
• Strategic Environmental Plan for Palawan Act (RA No. 7611)
• Philippine Mining Act (RA No. 7942)
• IPRA (RA No. 8371)
• Philippine Fisheries Code (RA No. 8550)
• Clean Air Act (RA No. 8749)
• ESWM Act (RA No. 9003)
• Clean Water Act (RA No. 9275)
• E-NIPAS (RA No. 11038)



INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS

International environmental agreements (IEAs) are signed
treaties that regulate or manage human impact on the
environment in an effort to protect it. Representatives from
countries can accept and sign the terms of an international
agreement on behalf of their government, making their country
a signatory. A signature is not the last step. Ratification by the
state’s governing body is required before countries are full
participants in international agreements.

The Government of the Philippines is therefore obligated to observe its terms and
conditions under the rule of pacta sunt servanda, a fundamental maxim of
international law that requires the parties to keep their agreement in good faith.50 It
bears pointing out that the pacta sunt servanda rule has become part of the law of
the land through the incorporation clause found under Section 2, Article II of the 1987
Philippine Constitution, which states that the Philippines "adopts the generally
accepted principles of international law as part of the law of the land and adheres to
the policy of peace, equality, justice, freedom, cooperation, and amity with all
nations."



INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS

• Stockholm Declaration, 1972 (The Declaration of the United
Nations Conference on the Human Environment, or Stockholm
Declaration, was adopted June 16, 1972 by the United Nations
Conference on the Human Environment at the 21st plenary meeting
as the first document in international environmental law to
recognize the right to a healthy environment. In the declaration, the
nations agreed to accept responsibility for any environmental
effects caused by their actions.)

• Brundtland Commission’s Report, 1983 (released OUR COMMON
FUTURE, popularized sustainable development (environmental
protection, economic growth and social equity). A key element in
the definition is the unity of environment and development.



INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS

• Vienna Convention for the Protection of Ozone Layer, 1985 (a
Multilateral Environmental Agreement, one of the most successful
treaties of all time, having been ratified by 197 states, a framework
for the international efforts to protect the ozone layer.)

• UN Conference on the Environment and Development, 1992
(also known as the Rio de Janeiro Earth Summit, declared
“human beings are at the center of concerns for sustainable
development, they are entitled to a healthy and productive life in
harmony with nature”)

• Kyoto Protocol, 1997 (an international treaty that commits state
parties to reduce greenhouse gas emissions, based on the
scientific consensus that global warming is occurring and human-
made CO2 emissions have predominantly caused it.)



INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS

• Copenhagen Accord, 2009 (endorses the continuation of the
Kyoto Protocol, underlines that climate change is one of the
greatest challenges of our time and emphasises a "strong political
will to urgently combat climate change in accordance with the
principle of common but differentiated responsibilities and
respective capabilities")

• Manila Declaration on Resources Efficient and Green Industry,
2009 (It provides the framework to spur Asian nations to adopt
environmentally sustainable practices, ranging from installing
better regulatory policies to encouraging individuals to adopt
eco-friendly lifestyles.)



ADMINISTRATIVE ISSUANCES (IRR)

In no uncertain terms must it be stressed that the function of
promulgating rules and regulations may be legitimately exercised
only for the purpose of carrying out the provisions of a law. The
power of administrative agencies is confined to implementing the
law or putting it into effect.



• DAO 1992-29: Implementing Rules and Regulations of Republic Act 6969
• DAO 1998-49: Technical Guidelines for Municipal Solid Waste Disposal
• DAO 1998-50: Adopting the Landfill Site Identification and Screening Criteria

for Municipal Solid Waste Disposal Facilities.
• DMO 1993-02: Adoption of Ecological Solid Waste Management System in the

DENR
• DAO 2000-81: Implementing Rules and Regulations for RA 8749
• DAO 2001-34: Implementing Rules and Regulations of Republic Act 9003
• DAO 2003-27: Amending DAO 26, DAO 29 and DAO 2000-81 Among Others on

the Preparation and Submission of Self-monitoring Report (SMR)
• DAO 2003-30: Implementing Rules and Regulations (IRR) for the Philippine

Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) System.
• DAO 2004-36: Revising DENR Administrative Order No. 29, Series of 1992, to

further strengthen the implementation of Republic Act of 6969 (Toxic
Substances and Hazardous and Nuclear Wastes Control Act of 1990) and
Prescribing the Use of the Procedural Manual

• DAO 2005-10: Implementing Rules and Regulations of the Philippine Clean
Water Act of 2004 (Republic Act No. 9275)

ADMINISTRATIVE ISSUANCES (IRR)



• DAO 2007-22: Guidelines on the Requirements for Continous Emission
Monitoring Systems (CEMS) and other Acceptable Protocols, Thereby
Modifying and Clarifying Certain Provisions of Section 5, Rule X of DAO 2000-81
and Other Related Provisions

• DAO 2013-22: REVISED PROCEDURES AND STANDARDS FOR THE
MANAGEMENT OF HAZARDOUS WASTES (REVISING DAO 2004-36)

• DAO 2015-02: HARMONIZATION OF THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PHILIPPINE
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT SYSTEM AND THE PHILIPPINE MINING
ACT OF 1995 IN RELATION TO MINING PROJECTS

• DAO 2016-28: PROVIDING FOR NEW FEES AND CHARGES FOR VARIOUS
SERVICES OF THE ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT BUREAU

• DAO 2017-15: GUIDELINES ON PUBLIC PARTICIPATION UNDER THE PHILIPPINE
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT (EIS) SYSTEM

• DMO 2018-02: MORATORIUM ON ALL CONSTRUCTIONS OF ANY KIND AND
SUSPENSION OF ISSUANCE OF PERMITS AND OTHER LICENSES IN BORACAY
ISLAND

• DMC 2018-08: SUSPENSION OF ALL ENVIRONMENTAL COMPLIANCE
CERTIFICATES (ECCs) IN THE ISLAND OF BORACAY, MALAY, AKLAN

ADMINISTRATIVE ISSUANCES (IRR)



Decisions of this Court, although in themselves not laws, are
nevertheless evidence of what the laws mean, and this is the reason
why under Article 8 of the New Civil Code, "Judicial decisions
applying or interpreting the laws or the Constitution shall form a
part of the legal system . . ."

JUDICIAL DECISIONS

ALBINO S. CO vs. COURT OF APPEALS, G.R. No. 100776 October 28, 1993

Oposa vs. Factoran is a landmark decision of the Supreme Court of
the Philippines which recognizes the doctrine of Intergenerational
Responsibility (allows litigants to sue on behalf of generations yet
un born) on the environment in the Philippine legal system. The
case is a contributor to the development of international
environmental law.



JUDICIAL DECISIONS



ORDINANCES

An ordinance is a law passed by a municipal government. A
municipality, such as a city, town, village, or borough, is a
political subdivision of a state within which a municipal
corporation has been established to provide local government
to a population in a defined area.

The power of municipal governments to enact ordinances is
derived from the state constitution or statutes or through the
legislative grant of a municipal charter. Municipalities that
have been granted "home rule" charters by the legislature
have the most authority to act. If, however, a municipality
enacts an ordinance that exceeds its charter or is in conflict
with state or federal law, the ordinance can be challenged in
court and ruled void.



ORDINANCES

SP Ordinance No. 5064-2016 or “The Plastic Regulation 
Ordinance of Butuan City”

• prohibits business establishments to utilize plastic bags as
packaging material on dry goods, EXCEPT dry goods which
need to be permanently contained to preserve and extend
shelf life

• bans the usage of Styrofoam and other similar materials as
containers for food, produce and other products.

The passage of the ordinance is the local government’s unwavering efforts in
maintaining the ecological balance within its territorial jurisdiction. "The banning
of the use and distribution of plastics bags and styrofoam will greatly contribute
to the reduction of solid wastes generated by local communities that end up in
canals, waterways, rivers, creeks, and streams and eventually in the Butuan Bay."



• Govern the procedure to be observed in cases.

• Procedural rules are not to be simply disregarded as they insure an
orderly and speedy administration of justice. Nonetheless, it is equally
true that courts are not enslaved by technicalities. They have the
prerogative to relax compliance with procedural rules of even the most
mandatory character, mindful of the duty to reconcile both the need to
speedily put an end to litigation and the parties' right to an opportunity to
be heard. Cases should be decided only after giving all parties the chance
to argue their causes and defenses. Technicality and procedural
imperfection should, as a rule, not serve as bases of decisions. In that way,
the ends of justice would he served. (G.R. No. 238298, January 22, 2020)

• If we must choose between a strict and literal interpretation of the law and
a liberal and reasonable interpretation of the law, if we must choose
between the letter of the law which "killeth" and the spirit of the law
which "giveth life", can any one doubt what our decision will be? We adopt
that construction which will produce the most beneficial results. (G.R. No.
L-18947, April 29, 1922)

RULES OF PROCEDURE



RULES OF PROCEDURE

RULES OF PROCEDURE FOR ENVIRONMENTAL CASES, A.M. 
No. 09-6-8-SC (Apr. 13, 2010).

• govern the procedure to be observed in cases filed under
statutes that concern the environment and natural
sources, as enumerated therein.

• provides for the issuance of a Temporary Environmental
Protection Order, a provisional remedy for cases of
“extreme urgency.”

• used when there is a threat that the applicant will suffer
“grave injustice and irreparable injury.

• several breakthroughs found in the Rules, perhaps the
most significant is the creation of the Writ of Kalikasan,
strategic lawsuits against public participation (SLAPP)
suits, writ of continuing mandamus.



interprets the meaning of laws

ACTORS OF LEGAL FRAMEWORK



SECTION 13. Forest Management Bureau. (PD 705)
SECTION 14. Lands Management Bureau. (CA 141)
SECTION 15. Mines and Geo-Sciences Bureau. (RA 7942)
SECTION 16. Environmental Management Bureau.
SECTION 17. Ecosystems Research and Development Bureau.
SECTION 18. Protected Areas and Wildlife Bureau. (RA 11038)

EXECUTIVE ORDER NO. 192*
PROVIDING FOR THE REORGANIZATION OF THE DEENR; 
RENAMING IT AS THE DENR AND FOR OTHER PURPOSES

SECTION 4. Mandate. The Department shall be the primary government agency
responsible for the conservation, management, development and proper use of
the country’s environment and natural resources, specifically forest and grazing
lands, mineral resources, including those in reservation and watershed areas, and
lands of the public domain, as well as the licensing and regulation of all natural
resources as may be provided for by law in order to ensure equitable sharing of the
benefits derived therefrom for the welfare of the present and future generations of
Filipinos.

*define, prescribe and apportion the jurisdiction of various bureaus, attached agencies and other offices under it



➢ Presidential Decree 1586 (Environmental Impact Statement System)

➢ Republic Act 6969 (Toxic Substances and Hazardous and Nuclear Waste
Control Act of 1990)

➢ Republic Act 8749 (Clean Air Act of 1999)

➢ Republic Act 9003 (Ecological Solid Waste Management Act of 2000)

➢ Republic Act 9275 (Philippine Clean Water Act of 2004)

➢ Republic Act 9512 (Environmental Awareness and Education Act of 2008)

The EMB shall be the primary government agency under the DENR to
formulate, integrate, coordinate, supervise and implement all policies,
programs, projects and activities relative to the prevention and control of
pollution as well as the management and enhancement of environment.
The EMB is mandated to implement the following national environmental
laws:



The doctrine of primary jurisdiction holds that if a
case is such that its determination requires the
expertise, specialized training and knowledge of an
administrative body, relief must first be obtained in
an administrative proceeding before resort to the
courts is had even if the matter may well be within
their proper jurisdiction. (Industrial Enterprises, Inc. v. Court of

Appeals, G.R. No. 88550, 18 April 1990)



➢ Presidential Decree 1586 (Environmental Impact
Statement System)

Section 4. xxxx No person, partnership or corporation shall undertake or operate any
such declared environmentally critical project or area without first securing an
Environmental Compliance Certificate issued by the President or his duly authorized
representative. xxxx

Section 9. Penalty for Violation. Any person, corporation or partnership found violating
Section 4 of this Decree, or the terms and conditions in the issuance of the
Environmental Compliance Certificate, or of the standards, rules and regulations xxxx
pursuant to this Decree shall be punished by the suspension or cancellation of his/its
certificate or and/or a fine in an amount not to exceed Fifty Thousand Pesos
(P50,000.00) for every violation thereof, xxxx.



➢ Proclamation No. 2146
PROCLAIMING CERTAIN AREAS AND TYPES OF PROJECTS AS ENVIRONMENTALLY CRITICAL AND
WITHIN THE SCOPE OF THE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT SYSTEM ESTABLISHED UNDER
PRESIDENTIAL DECREE NO. 1586.
A. Environmentally Critical Projects
I. Heavy Industries

a. Non-ferrous metal industries

b. Iron and steel mills

c. Petroleum and petro-chemical industries including oil and gas

d. Smelting plants

II. Resource Extractive Industries

a. Major mining and quarrying projects

b. Forestry projects

1. Logging

2. Major wood processing projects

3. Introduction of fauna (exotic-animals) in public/private 

forests

4. Forest occupancy

5. Extraction of mangrove products

6. Grazing

c. Fishery Projects

1. Dikes for/and fishpond development projects

III. Infrastructure Projects

a. Major dams

b. Major power plants (fossil-fueled, nuclear fueled, hydroelectric 

or geothermal)

c. Major reclamation projects

d. Major roads and bridges

B. Environmentally Critical Areas

1. Declared by law as national parks, watershed reserves, 

wildlife preserves and sanctuaries;

2. Set aside as aesthetic potential tourist spots;

3. Habitat for any endangered or threatened species of 

indigenous Philippine Wildlife (flora and fauna);

4. Unique historic, archaeological, or scientific interests;

5. Traditionally occupied by cultural communities or tribes;

6. Frequently visited and/or hard-hit by natural calamities 

(geologic hazards, floods, typhoons, volcanic activity, 

etc.);

7. Critical slopes;

8. Prime agricultural lands;

9. Recharged areas of aquifers;

10. Water bodies

11. Mangrove areas

12. Coral reefs



➢ EMB Memorandum Circular No. 2014-05



➢ Republic Act 6969 (Toxic Substances and Hazardous and
Nuclear Waste Control Act of 1990)

Section 3. Scope. – This Act shall cover the importation, manufacture, processing,
handling, storage, transportation, sale, distribution, use and disposal of all unregulated
chemical substances and mixtures in the Philippines, including the entry, even in transit
as well as the keeping or storage and disposal of hazardous and nuclear wastes into the
country for whatever purpose.



➢ Republic Act 6969 (Toxic Substances and Hazardous and
Nuclear Waste Control Act of 1990)

Section 13. Prohibited Acts. – The following acts and omissions shall be considered
unlawful:
a) Knowingly use a chemical substance or mixture which is imported, manufactured,

processed or distributed in violation of this Act or implementing rules and regulations
or orders;

b) Failure or refusal to submit reports, notices or other information, access to records, as
required by this Act, or permit inspection of establishment where chemicals are
manufactured, processed, stored or otherwise held;

c) Failure or refusal to comply with the pre-manufacture and pre-importation
requirements; and

d) Cause, aid or facilitate, directly or indirectly, in the storage, importation, or bringing
into Philippines territory, including its maritime economic zones, even in transit, either
by means of land, air or sea transportation or otherwise keeping in storage any
amount of hazardous and nuclear wastes in any part of the Philippines.



➢ Republic Act 6969 (Toxic Substances and Hazardous and
Nuclear Waste Control Act of 1990)

Section 15. Administrative Fines. – In all cases of violations of this Act, including violations
of implementing rules and regulations which have been duly promulgated and published
in accordance with Section 16 of this Act, the Secretary of Environment and Natural
Resources is hereby authorized to impose a fine of not less than Ten thousand pesos
(P10,000.00), but not more than Fifty thousand pesos (P50,000.00) upon any person or
entity found guilty thereof. The administrative fines imposed and collected by the
Department of Environment and Natural Resources shall accrue to a special fund to be
administered by the Department exclusively for projects and research activities relative
to toxic substances and mixtures.



➢ Republic Act 8749 (Clean Air Act of 1999)

Section 10. Management of Non-attainment Areas. - The Department shall designate
areas where specific pollutants have already exceeded ambient standards as non-
attainment areas. The Department shall prepare and implement a program that will
prohibit new sources of exceeded air pollutant without a corresponding reduction in
existing resources.

Section 16. Permits. - Consistent with the provisions of this Act, the Department shall
have the authority to issue permits as it may determine necessary for the prevention and
abatement of air pollution. (Air Pollution Clearances and Permits for Stationary Sources)

Said permits shall cover emission limitations for the regulated air pollutants to help attain
and maintain the ambient air quality standards. These permits shall serve as
management tools for the LGUs in the development of their action plan.



➢ Republic Act 8749 (Clean Air Act of 1999)

Section 20. Ban on Incineration. - Incineration, hereby defined as the burning of
municipal, biomedical and hazardous waste, which process emits poisonous and toxic
fumes is hereby prohibited; Provided, however, That the prohibition shall not apply to
traditional small-scale method of community/neighborhood sanitation "siga",
traditional, agricultural, cultural, health, and food preparation and crematoria;
Provided, Further, That existing incinerators dealing with a biomedical wastes shall be out
within three (3) years after the effectivity of this Act; Provided, Finally, that in the interim,
such units shall be limited to the burning of pathological and infectious wastes, and
subject to close monitoring by the Department.
xxxxx
With due concern on the effects of climate change, the Department shall promote the
use of state-of-the-art, environmentally-sound and safe non-burn technologies for the
handling, treatment, thermal destruction, utilization, and disposal of sorted, unrecycled,
uncomposted, biomedical and hazardous wastes.



➢ Republic Act 8749 (Clean Air Act of 1999)

Section 45. Violation of Standards for Stationary Sources. - For actual exceedance of any pollution
or air quality standards under this Act or its rules and regulations, the Department, through the
Pollution Adjudication Board (PAB), shall impose a fine of not more than One hundred thousand
pesos (P100,000.00) for every day of violation against the owner or operator of a stationary source
until such time that the standards have been complied with.
xxxxx
The fines herein prescribed shall be increased by at least ten percent (10%), every three (3) years to
compensate for inflation and to maintain the deterrent function of such fines.
In addition to the fines, the PAB shall order closure, suspension of development, construction, or
operations of the stationary sources until such time that proper environmental safeguards are put
in place: xxxxx This paragraph shall be without prejudice to the immediate issuance of an ex parte
order for such closure, suspension of development or construction, or cessation of operations
during the pendency of the case upon prima facie evidence that their is imminent threat to life,
public health, safety or general welfare, or to plant or animal life, or whenever there is an
exceedance of the emission standards set by the Department and/or the Board and/or the
appropriate LGU.



➢ Republic Act 9003 (Ecological Solid Waste Management
Act of 2000)

Section 8. Role of the Department. - For the furtherance of the objectives of this Act, the
Department shall have the following functions:
xxxxx
(e) Provide technical and other capability building assistance and support to the LGUs in
the development and implementation of local solid waste management plans and
programs;
xxxxx

Section 10. Role of LGUs in Solid Waste Management – xxxxx the LGUs shall be primarily
responsible for the implementation and enforcement of the provisions of this Act within
their respective jurisdictions.
Segregation and collection of solid waste shall be conducted at the barangay level
specifically for biodegradable, compostable and reusable wastes: Provided, That the
collection of non-recyclable materials and special wastes shall be the responsibility of the
municipality or city.



➢ Republic Act 9003 (Ecological Solid Waste Management
Act of 2000)

Section 21. Mandatory Segregation of Solid Wastes - xxxxx That segregation of wastes
shall primarily be conducted at the source, to include household, institutional, industrial,
commercial and agricultural sources: Provided, further; That wastes shall be segregated
into the categories provided in Sec. 22 of this Act.

Section 22. Requirements for the Segregation and Storage of Solid Waste - The following
shall be the minimum standards and requirements for segregation and storage of solid
waste pending collection:
xxxxx
(b) The solid waste container depending on its use shall be properly marked or identified
for on-site collection as "compostable", "non-recyclable", "recyclable" or "special
waste", or any other classification as may be determined by the Commission.



➢ Republic Act 9275 (Philippine Clean Water Act of 2004)

SECTION 3. Coverage of the Act. - This Act shall apply to water quality management in all
water bodies: Provided, That it shall primarily apply to the abatement and control of
pollution from land based sources: Provided, further, That the water quality standards
and regulations and the civil liability and penal provisions under this Act shall be enforced
irrespective of sources of pollution.

SECTION 6. Management of Non-attainment Areas. - The Department shall designate
water bodies, or portions thereof, where specific pollutants from either natural or man-
made source have already exceeded water quality guidelines as non-attainment areas
for the exceeded pollutants. It shall prepare and implement a program that will not allow
new sources of exceeded water pollutant in non-attainment areas without a
corresponding reduction in discharges from existing sources; xxxxx Provided, Finally, That
the effluent concentration and volume of discharge shall not adversely affect water
supply, public health and ecological protection.



➢ Republic Act 9275 (Philippine Clean Water Act of 2004)

SECTION 14. Discharge Pemits. - The Department shall require owners or operators of
facilities that discharge regulated effluents pursuant to this Act to secure a permit to
discharge. Xxxxx the discharge permit shall specify among others, the quantity and
quality of effluent that said facilities are allowed to discharge into a particular water
body, compliance schedule and monitoring requirement.

SECTION 28. Fines, Damages and Penalties. - Unless otherwise provided herein, any
person who commits any of the prohibited acts provided in the immediately preceding
section or violates any of the provision of this Act or its implementing rules and
regulations, shall be fined by the Secretary, upon the recommendation of the PAB in the
amount of not less than Ten thousand pesos (P10,000.00) nor more than Two hundred
thousand pesos (P200,000.00) for every day of violation.



➢ Republic Act 9512 (Environmental Awareness and
Education Act of 2008)

Section 2. Declaration of Policy. – xxxxx in recognition of the vital xxxxx role of education
to foster patriotism and nationalism, accelerate social progress, and promote total
human liberation and development, the state shall promote national awareness on the
role of natural resources in economic growth and the importance of environmental
conservation and ecological balance towards sustained national development.

Section 6. Interagency and Multi-sectoral Effort. –
xxxxx
The DENR shall have the primary responsibility of periodically informing all agencies
concerned on current environmental updates, including identifying priority
environmental education issues for national action and providing strategic advice on
the environmental education activities. The DepEd, CHED, TESDA, DENR, DOST, DSWD
and barangay units shall ensure that the information is disseminated to the subject
students.



Section 7(a) of P.D. No. 984 authorized petitioner Board to issue ex parte cease and desist orders under the following
circumstances:

P.D. 984, Section 7, paragraph (a), provides:

(a) Public Hearing. . . . Provided, That whenever the Commission finds prima facie evidence that the discharged sewage or wastes
are of immediate threat to life, public health, safety or welfare, or to animal or plant life, or exceeds the allowable standards set
by the Commission, the Commissioner may issue an ex-parte order directing the discontinuance of the same or the temporary
suspension or cessation of operation of the establishment or person generating such sewage or wastes without the necessity of a
prior public hearing. The said ex-parte order shall be immediately executory and shall remain in force until said establishment or
person prevents or abates the said pollution within the allowable standards or modified or nullified by a competent court.
(Emphasis supplied)

We note that under the above-quoted portion of Section 7(a) of P.D. No. 984, an ex parte cease and desist order may be issued by
the Board (a) whenever the wastes discharged by an establishment pose an "immediate threat to life, public health, safety or
welfare, or to animal or plant life," or (b) whenever such discharges or wastes exceed "the allowable standards set by the
[NPCC]." On the one hand, it is not essential that the Board prove that an "immediate threat to life, public health, safety or
welfare, or to animal or plant life" exists before an ex parte cease and desist order may be issued. It is enough if the Board finds
that the wastes discharged do exceed "the allowable standards set by the [NPCC]."

G.R. No. 93891, March 11, 1991

POLLUTION ADJUDICATION BOARD vs. COURT OF APPEALS and SOLAR TEXTILE FINISHING 

CORP.



G.R. No. 215029, July 5, 2017

SUMMIT ONE CONDOMINIUM CORPORATION vs. POLLUTION ADJUDICATION 

BOARD

Likewise, it is worth stressing that the courts generally accord great respect, if not finality, to factual findings of

administrative agencies because of their special knowledge and expertise over matters falling under their jurisdiction.

Here, the PAB, which is vested under Section 19 of Executive Order 192 or the order Providing For The Reorganization Of The

Department Of Environment, Energy And Natural Resources; Renaming It As The Department Of Environment And Natural

Resources And .For Other Purposes, with the specific power to adjudicate pollution cases in general; and, EMB-NCR, which

serves as the Secretariat of the PAB, found that SOCC failed to comply with the DENR Effluent Standards that caused pollution

to the waters. It also found that SOCC's reliance on Milestone's water analysis showing its subsequent compliance with

the DENR Effluent Standards cannot be given credence considering that Milestone is not a DENR-accredited

laboratory. The CA accorded great weight to these findings and We find no justification to deviate therefrom.



Indeed, by reason of their special knowledge and expertise over matters falling under their

jurisdiction, administrative agencies, like respondents PAB and EMB-NCR, are in a better position to

pass judgment thereon, and their findings of fact are generally accorded great respect, if not finality,

by the courts. Such findings must be respected as long as they are supported by substantial evidence,

even if such evidence is not overwhelming or even preponderant. It is not the task of the appellate court or

this Court to once again weigh the evidence submitted before and passed upon by the administrative body

and to substitute its own judgment regarding the sufficiency of the evidence. Since SOCC failed to show that

the PAB and EMB-NCR have acted without or in excess of jurisdiction, or with grave abuse of discretion

amounting to lack or excess of jurisdiction, this Court cannot entertain the instant petition questioning their

rulings.

A final note. The protection of the environment, like the bodies of water which are within the Metropolis, is

the duty and responsibility, not only of government agencies tasked to oversee environmental preservation

and restoration, but, more importantly, of the entire citizenry, including manufacturing plants and industrial

plants including domestic, commercial and recreational facilities. PAB dealt with the barrage of pollution

threats pouring out from the SOCC's sewerage within its vicinity when it conducted an inspection of the

wastewater samples, thus, giving teeth to the policy of R.A. No. 9275 which is to pursue a policy of

economic growth in a manner consistent with the protection, preservation and revival of the quality of our

fresh, brackish and marine waters. The least that SOCC could do is to be more responsible, more familiar

and more responsive to the call of environmental conservation.



EMB Mandates
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